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WE’RE ON THE BRINK? AGAIN? 
By David Abramowitz 

The western power(s), seeing an opportunity to add another NATO base to surround Russia, has 
(clandestinely as some web-based reports indicate) supported the right and ultra-right Ukrainian 
opposition, including neo-fascist factions, and encouraged their participation in mass civil protest 
demonstrations. Ultimately they became killing fields and the western propaganda mills are providing 
a “cold war 2” scenario. 

 Did the Russians invade? Are Crimeans ethnically Ukrainian or Russian? Actually, Jews have 
lived there since at least the first century CE! It would help us if we all knew a bit of history which is 
slowly coming out, bit by bit, in a few of the western media. So, to ensure we know more facts rather 
than propaganda from either side, here are a few important ones extracted from “RussiaToday.com”. 

1) A Russian naval presence in Crimea dates to 1783 when the port city of Sevastopol was founded by 
Russian Prince Grigory Potemkin. Crimea was part of Russia until Nikita Khruschev gave it to Ukraine 
in 1954 (only 60 years ago!).  

2) In 1997, just 14 years ago, amid the wreckage of the USSR, Russia and Ukraine signed a Partition 
Treaty which determined the future of the military bases and vessels in Crimea. The deal initiated 
widespread officer “defections” to Russia and was ratified by the Russian and Ukrainian parliaments in 
1999. Russia received 81.7 percent of the fleet’s ships after paying the Ukrainian government 
US$526.5 million.  

3) The deal allowed the Russian Black Sea Fleet to stay in Crimea until 2017. This was extended by 
another 25 years to 2042 with a five-year extension option in 2010.  

4) Moscow annually writes off $97.75 million of Kiev’s debt for the right to use Ukrainian waters and 
radio frequencies, and to compensate for the Black Sea Fleet’s environmental impact.  

5) The Russian navy is allowed up to 25,000 troops, 24 artillery systems with a caliber smaller than 
100 mm, 132 armored vehicles, and  22 military planes, on Crimean territory.  

6) Five Russian naval units are stationed in the port city of Sevastopol, in compliance with the treaty: 
[a] The 30th Surface Ship Division formed by the 11th Antisubmarine Ship Brigade comprises the 
Black Sea Fleet’s flagship guard missile cruiser Moskva as well as Kerch, Ochakov, Smetlivy, Ladny, 
and Pytlivy vessels, and the 197th Landing Ship Brigade, consisting of seven large amphibious vessels; 
[b] The 41st Missile Boat Brigade includes the 166th Fast Attack Craft Division, consisting of Bora 
and Samum hovercrafts as well as small missile ships Mirazh and Shtil, and 295th missile Boat 
Division;  [c] The 247th Separate Submarine Division, consisting of two diesel submarines – B-871 
Alrosa and B-380 Svyatoy Knyaz Georgy; [d] The 68th 
Harbour Defence Ship Brigade formed by four vessels of the 
400th Antisubmarine Ship Battalion and 418 Mine Hunting 
Ship Division respectively; [e] The 422nd Separate 
Hydrographic Ship Division boasts the Cheleken, Stvor, 
Donuzlav and GS-402 survey vessels and hydrographic boats.  

7) Russia has two airbases in Crimea, in Kacha and 
Gvardeysky.  

8) Russian coastal forces in Ukraine consist of the 1096th 
Separate Anti-Aircraft Missile Regiment in Sevastopol and the 
810th Marine Brigade, which hosts around 2,000 marines. 
(Continued on page 10)  
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NATIONAL UJPO NEWS 
FROM WINNIPEG 
By Louise Waldman 
Is it possible to promote secularism without promoting racism 
and intolerance?  This was the question discussed at a thoughtful 
and successful UJPO forum held on January 26. The forum was 
organized in the wake of the Quebec government’s proposal for 
a Charter of Values, which forbids the display of religious garb 
and symbols for public sector workers. The forum posed a 
number of questions, including:  Is there a conflict between a 
society based on secular values but which trumpets freedom of 
personal expression? How does Canadian society protect the 
enviable values built through our history, to overcome negative 
practices and advance the rights of women in particular, without 
targeting specific groups and creating further divisions? 

 Two speakers addressed the issue – Mark Rosner, a lecturer 
in the Department of Philosophy at the University of Manitoba 
and Bilan Arte, the Manitoba Representative for the Canadian 
Federation of Students. 

 Both speakers touched on the specifics of the Quebec 
experience but also looked at the broader conflict between 
secular values and freedom of conscience/expression. Rosner 
provided an historical and philosophical overview of secularism 
in both its republican and liberal forms, including the 
significance of the initial struggle for the separation of church 
and state in the development of western liberal democracies. He 
also noted the vast majority of requests for religious 
accommodation within secular institutions can easily be 
accommodated at the individual level. However, the “talk radio” 
sensationalizing of individual cases creates the impression this 
isn’t possible, he said, and inflames opinions, creating a fear of 
religious extremism that isn’t necessarily warranted. He also 
looked at the issue of accommodation of religious beliefs or 
practices when it comes into conflict with the rights of others. 
For example, he highlighted the issue of marriage 
commissioners of faith refusing to perform marriages for gay 
couples – in this case, he argued, it was reasonable for the state 
to deem that they could not hold the public position of a 
marriage commissioner if they refused to perform marriages 
legal under provincial law. 

 Bilan challenged the notion of Canadian secularism, noting 
that for most Christian sects, the accommodation of their 
religious beliefs is built into our existing social norms. The 
school year includes a two-week break centred around the time 
most Christians celebrate Christmas, she noted, so they have no 
need to made arrangements for accommodation. The same is the 
case for the majority of statutory holidays in Canada, which are 
centred around Christian traditions. Is this truly a secular state, 
then, she asked, or one that is based on accommodating one set 
of religious beliefs over others? 

 Discussion was lively and went on to the very end of the 
two-hour meeting, with participants raising several interesting 
questions.   

 A spring forum on changes to immigration policy is planned 
for April 6th, and planning is also now underway for the annual 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising commemorative evening, to be held 
this year on April 28th. 

 You can follow UJPO Winnipeg’s upcoming programs and 
activities on our Facebook page – just like us and join the 
conversation!  

Dr. Jack Fainman 

By Harriet Zaidman 

We are saddened to report the death of Dr. Jack Fainman, 
husband of Fagie Fainman, while on vacation in Mexico. Both 
Jack and Fagie were members of UJPO. 

 Jack was a noted 
obstetrician in Winnipeg, 
delivering over 5000 babies 
during his career. He served as 
the head of obstetrics and 
gynecology at Victoria 
Hospital. As a post-graduate 
student in Chicago he was 
disturbed at seeing women die 
who had been subjected to 
back-room abortions and so 
performed therapeutic 
abortions for women in Winnipeg. His medical career ended 
when a gunman shot him through his shoulder on Remembrance 
Day, 1997. Jack recalled his experiences as a doctor (with co-
writer Roland Penner) in his memoir They Shoot Doctors, Don’t 
They? 

 We extend our condolences to Fagie and her family.  

FROM VANCOUVER 
By Lyn Center (with information provided by Carl Rosenberg) 
Vancouver’s annual fundraising supper for Outlook Magazine 
will be held on March 23 at the Peretz Centre. It  will feature 
Sundance Chief Rueben George of the Tsleil-Waututh Nation, 
who will speak on “First Nations’ Struggle to Protect the 
Environment from Pipelines and Tankers”. Also appearing will 
be the Re-Sisters, seven singers dedicated to a “womensong” 
folk revival. 

 Several members of the Vancouver Jewish Folk Choir 
(founded by Searle Friedman), with a little help from friends, led 
a Yiddish sing-along at a benefit at the JCC on December 8, 
2013. The benefit raised enough funds to enable the Waldman 
Library to purchase display racks for the over 1,000 CDs 
donated to the library by the family of longtime choir member, 
the late Ethan Minovitz.  

Dr. Jack Fainman (right) with 

Roland Penner 
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 In November, Gyda Chud was elected as Member at Large 
of the Peretz Centre Board of Directors. As the daughter of Ben 
and Gallia Chud, who came to Vancouver to establish the Peretz 
Shule, Gyda has had a lifelong commitment to and history with 
the Centre. She was a Peretz student way back in the ’50s, 
served for a number of years as their preschool and Sunday 
program teacher, and is now coordinating their Sholem 
Aleichem Seniors. Now retired, Gyda formerly served as Dean 
of Continuing Studies at Vancouver Community College. 

 Sholem Aleichem Seniors hosts interesting programs 
featuring guest speakers who are passionate and knowledgeable 
about a broad range of topics. Sessions are held Fridays from 
11:00 to 12:30 and coffee, tea and desserts are provided. Some 
upcoming topics are: Growing Up in Apartheid South Africa; In 
the Footsteps of Salvador Dali; and Canada Post’s “Five Point 
Plan”.  

FROM TORONTO 
By Julia Barnett, UJPO-Toronto and Morris Winchevsky School 
Incoming President 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to wish 
everyone a happy and healthy 2014. As well, all of us would like 
to express our appreciation to Marsha Solnicki for the many 
dedicated years in the role of President of the UJPO-Toronto and 
Morris Winchevsky School Board of Directors and we thank her 
for continuing to devote her time, energy and commitment to the 
organization. 

 As we move into 2014, I would like to welcome our 
incoming Board of Directors, elected at the Annual General 
Meeting on November 14, 2013:  

President – Julia Barnett 
Vice-President – Ronit Little  
Secretary – Paula David 
Treasurer – Barbara Blaser 
Directors –  David Abramowitz, Sol Blaser, Robert Bredin, 
Sylvia Lustgarten, Andrew Lyons, Harriet Lyons, Lana Rabkin, 
Marsha Fine Solnicki, Marilyn Tate, Max Wallace. 

 Board members participated in a new round of Strategic 
Planning, on February 23, 2014. We reviewed our past five  
Strategic Planning priorities and objectives and will continue to 
build on these objectives over the next year. These include 
Strategic Priority 1. Review and evaluate the current 
organizational structure and governance. 2. Increase active 
participation among current and new UJPO members.  
3. Develop a comprehensive fundraising plan. 4. Review and 
support all current programs and 5. Enhance community 
outreach and public relations. Highlights of our Strategic 
Planning day will be available for all members to review and 
give feedback and input once it’s been written in final format 
and collated.   

 As well, we will keep our members informed as we dedicate 
our energies to creating and integrating seamless programming 
from our activities in Toronto and our summer activities at 

Camp Naivelt.   Further, we are focusing on outreach and 
promoting our organization through partnering and co-
sponsoring relevant and timely events and committing the 
organization to issues based on secular and humanistic values. A 
new website and other social media venues are being created as 
we write this report. Most of all, we are focusing on creating a 
space and hub with like-minded people who are committed to 
our sense of community, belonging and historical commitment 
to social justice issues and programming.  

 Over the past several months, the Social Justice Committee 
members and allies have participated in rallies and forums and 
had a strategic planning evening in late December 2013 to plan 
our 2014 activities and commitments. Please stay tuned for 
announcements including dates and events that everyone can tap 
into in one way or another. All are welcome to give input and 
participate where and when they can. 

 Upcoming events sponsored by our Culture Committee 
include marking International Women’s Day with a book launch 
of the Exile Book of Yiddish Women Writers, and celebrating the 
upcoming holidays of Purim and Passover with our community 
Third Seyder on April 19, 2014. The Camp Naivelt Mid-Winter 
Mingle on March 1st was attended by many CNers and was both 
fun and full of activities, including a sing-along to Pete Seeger 
music, as well as a great chance to catch up with each other and 
enjoy gearing up for an excellent summer 2014.  

 We have many programs, events and activities in which 
members can participate and offer input in the upcoming period. 
All are welcome and encouraged to get involved.  

Bagel Brunch on the Future of Syria 
By Henry Lowi 

On February 9th, the Winchevsky School Bagel Brunch, 
sponsored by the Social Justice Committee of the UJPO-
Toronto, hosted Hind Aboud Kabawat, who spoke to about 30 
people, mostly progressive secular Jews, members and friends of 
the UJPO. Hind set out her hopes for post-war Syrian civil 
society being able to take control of the country and administer it 
in an atmosphere of political freedom. She took about 15 
comments and questions, and answered them fully. Each 
participant received a handout of reading material (two articles 
by Michael Neumann, an article by the Syrian Revolutionary 
Left Current, and an article by a Syrian-Palestinian resident of 
Yarmuk Camp - available on the Event FB page 
https://www.facebook.com/events/628827230512554/?fref=ts). 

  The event was a success, and participants expressed their 
satisfaction that it helped them understand the complexities of 
the situation, and the need for solidarity. Some made plans with 
Hind to continue the conversation over coffee. A collection was 
taken up to cover expenses. Hind was very grateful for the 
opportunity to express her views on the hopes and aspirations of 
the Syrian people, and to create new possibilities for solidarity.   
Hind's publications are available on her website at 
www.hindkabawat.com.  
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FROM HAMILTON 
By Lyn Center  

In January, around ten of us gathered to enjoy a pot-luck lunch at 
the new, very comfortable Hamilton home of Paul Weinberg and 
Cathy McPherson. UJPO-Canada President – and possessor of a 
phenomenal memory – David Abramowitz was invited to speak 
to us about the history of the UJPO. Some of those who attended 
had families who were involved in the organization very early 
on, so the discussion was very lively and informative.  

 More recently, our Hamilton member Gloria Geller gave a 
presentation to the Jewish Genealogical Society of Hamilton on 
the topic of Jewish farmers in Canada. It focused on the little 
known, yet very significant role Jewish farmers and Jewish farm 
colonies played in western Canada. The role of the Jewish 
Colonization Association and Baron de Hirsch in offering aid to 
these farmers was touched upon. Jewish farmers in other parts of 
Canada, specifically Ontario and Quebec, were also mentioned.  

 Our next “schmooze and nosh” will be held on Sunday 
March 30 at 11:30 am, in the party room of Ruth Levkoe’s 
condo building in Burlington. There we will view and discuss 
the Academy Awards-nominated documentary film about 
Israel’s Shin Bet, The Gatekeepers.   

Toronto and Hamilton UJPO  
Welcome Officiant 
By David Abramowitz 

Though we previously had access to 
officiants who could perform secular 
marriages and other life cycle 
celebrations, none have been UJPO 
members.  Now, we do have one,  
Dr. Gail McCabe (nee Lewis), a 
member in Hamilton, who is 
available to serve Toronto and 
Hamilton UJPO and Winchevsky 
School members and communities.  

 Endorsed by the Ontario Humanist Society and licensed by 
the Province of Ontario to solemnize weddings, Dr. McCabe 
performs secular wedding ceremonies that allow for the 
expression of the unique identities and cultural backgrounds of 
the participants. Her ceremonies and rites of passage services for 
all occasions are personal and non-theistic, embracing inter-
faith, inter-cultural and same-sex unions.  

 She is available to officiate at weddings, commitment 
ceremonies, baby naming ceremonies, coming of age 
ceremonies, funeral and memorial services. Initial consultations 
are available without obligation by contacting our office at 416-
789-5502 or electronically via ujpo.office@gmail.com.  

 

 

HONOURABLE MENTSHN 
Remembering Lee Lorch 
By David Abramowitz 

Few UJPO members were as 
renowned, humble and 
unwaveringly progressively 
active as the late Lee Lorch. 
The first Honourable Mentshn 
column in UJPO News 
appeared in the Summer 2012 
issue and highlighted Lee’s 
receiving the Distinguished 
Academic Award from the 
Canadian Association of 
University Teachers (CAUT).  
It is CAUT’s highest honour 
and is given annually to an 
academic in recognition of his or her excellence in all aspects of 
academic life, scholarship, teaching and service.  

  Lee, in frail health, died on February 28 at age 98. He made 
it to as many UJPO events as possible in his fragile state and 
often made soft-spoken contributions to the issue at hand. But 
his fame spans countries and continents. 

 Before the U.S. civil rights movement was visible, before 
we heard of civil rights protests and sit-ins, Lee helped organize 
the tenants in the huge, whites-only Stuyvesant Town housing 
development on the East Side of Manhattan. Lee became vice 
chairman of a group of 12 tenants calling themselves the Town 
and Village Tenants Committee to End Discrimination in 
Stuyvesant Town. About 1,800 tenants, in due course, joined the 
group. 

 They opposed the owner’s (the Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company) anti-black rental policy. Lee’s wife invited a black 
family to share their lodgings. This is seen as a crucial role in 
making such discrimination illegal locally and nationwide! It 
was not a single action. Because of this his academic promotion 
at City College was blocked and he lost his job. This led to his 
seeking employment elsewhere, always with negative results.  

 Albert Einstein, the American Association of University 
Professors, the American Mathematical Society, The New York 
Times and The Daily Worker (the paper of the U.S. Communist 
Party) protested his firing to no avail. His communist affiliations 
(he refused to testify before the House Un-American Activities 
Committee) alienated some Black leaders. 

 The New York Times, in its tribute to Lee, referred to  
“Mr. Lorch’s lifelong agitation for racial equality, not just in 
New York but later in Tennessee and Arkansas, [which] led him 
into a life of professional turmoil and, ultimately, exile.” 

 After several unsuccessful attempts at employment in his 
own country he moved his family to Canada in1959, first to the 

Lee Lorch, 1915 – 2014 
At UJPO Tribute Tea 2010 

Dr. Gail McCabe 
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University of Alberta and subsequently, in 1968, to York 
University, till his 1985 retirement.  

 CBC broadcast a fitting tribute to Dr. Lorch on March 3rd 
including a brief interview with his daughter Alice Lorch 
Bartels. To Alice, her family, Lee’s friends and colleagues, the 
UJPO National Board expresses its profound condolences.  

 In the existence of any organization, the most eminent are 
those principled individuals who fight for social justice for all 
humans, regardless of personal costs or loss. Such a person was 
Lee Lorch. We are all the richer for having known him; we are 
instructed in our pursuit of social justice to follow his example. 
Farewell Lee, well done.  

Pete Seeger – an Infinite Inspiration    
By David Abramowitz 

 
Pete at Camp Naivelt, photo from Barbara Blaser 

The death of “our” Pete, Children’s Activist, Civil Rights 
Activist, Environmental Activist, Anti-War Activist, Songwriter, 
Five String Banjoist, Twelve string Guitarist, Singer,  at age 94 
was very sad news for the international communities involved in 
progressive, anti-war, and social justice causes. Yet few 
individuals, progressive or not, have ever had such a positive 
and broad sphere of influence over generations of humans as had 
Pete.  

 UJPO Toronto’s direct association was based on his 
performance at Camp Naivelt in the mid ’50’s when he 
encouraged the then nascent “Travellers” (which had evolved 
from the Toronto UJPO Youth Singers) sang at concerts, 
recorded and toured widely, becoming internationally renowned 
for decades. 

 Born on May 3, 1919, he was an early “red diaper baby”. 
His dad, Charles, who established the first musicology 
curriculum in the U.S. at the University of California at Berkley, 
also was a noted composer, musicologist and, in the 1930’s, a 
major leader of the Communist Party fostered cultural front, 
helping form a composer’s collective; it sought to create a new 
music for revolutionary workers and to preserve and reinvigorate 
folk and vernacular music as an alternative to commodified mass 
culture. In 1936 Pete joined the Young Communist League 
(YCL), then highly popular and influential. In 1942 he became a 
member of the Communist Party USA (CPUSA), but left in 
1949.  

 During the 40’s Pete served in the U.S. army, ultimately as 
an entertainer, and was one of the original Almanac Singers 
whose most patriotic album was Dear Mr. President in which 
Pete sang/spoke the title song, a talking blues (forerunner of 
today’s “rap”). The Almanacs were forced to disband after a 
defamatory campaign about its previous anti-war album (Songs 
for John Doe) resulted in cancelled bookings. Thus in 1950, with 
some different personnel, The Weavers were born.  

 In the 1950s, the “red scare” era, their repertoire became 
less overtly topical than that of the Almanac’s, its progressive 
message was more indirect, but to some, it was even more 
powerful though their managers refused to book them for 
political venues. The Weavers’ string of major hits with Gordon 
Jenkins lasted for two years and included “Tzena, Tzena, 
Tzena”, the only Israeli Hebrew song to ever top the U.S. Hit 
Parade! Right-wing entrepreneurs quickly went after them, 
however, largely based on Seeger’s long association with 
“Communist” politics, and only two years after becoming a 
smash success, The Weavers’ commercial career was over. 

 Indicted by the House Un-American Activities Committee 
(HUAC) Pete refused to discuss political affiliations, basing his 
non-cooperation on his First Amendment rights rather than on 
the Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination. He 
was thus charged with ten counts of contempt of Congress, each 
punishable by a year in jail. Trial and appeal of these charges 
took seven years and reinforced his blacklisting. However, the 
Court of Appeals ultimately overturned his conviction.  

 Without income from The Weavers during this period, Pete 
wrote songs like “Where Have All The Flowers Gone” in the 
early ’60’s and embarked on a perpetual tour of America’s 
college campuses, summer camps (like Naivelt), and 
auditoriums, where he polished his solo style; he thus acquired a 
vast following of enthusiastic, younger fans. He didn’t aim to 
project his talent, but to present songs which his audiences could 
make their own. Each performance included group singing. 
Getting a large audience to participate requires skill, but he 
aimed beyond – to teach new songs and foster singing in 
harmony. He succeeded! An ardent advocate for peace, he self-
produced a concert in Tel Aviv for Israeli Muslims, Christians, 
and Jews, and he donated the proceeds to a Palestinian teen who 
could not afford university. 

 In his later years, Pete continued his activism supporting 
such causes as international disarmament, civil rights and 
environmental justice. When discussing why his travel was 
banned for years by the U.S. government, Pete reflected that his 
FBI record noted he appeared at Camp Naivelt! He was a 
Communist, and, though he had numerous criticisms of the party 
he continued to describe himself as a “communist with a small 
c”. We were privileged to know him as a colleague and mentor; 
his works and deeds survive through those whose lives he 
influenced. And, as he said:  “… will the human race survive the 
21st century? There’s a fifty-fifty chance. We’ve got a lot of 
work to do.” Amen.  
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POETRY AND SONG 
Dear Mr. President 
By Pete Seeger 

Ed. Note: It was alleged, by those opposed to his pro-Soviet 
sympathies, that the anti-war Seeger only recorded this after 
Hitler attacked the USSR. This was false as the song (excerpts 
below) was released in June 1942, six months after the Japanese 
attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Dear Mr. President, I set me down, 
To send you greetings from my home town, 
And send you best wishes from all the friends I know 
In Texas, Alabama, Ohio, 
And affiliated places. Brooklyn, Mississippi. 

I’m an ordinary guy, worked most of my life, 
Sometime I'll settle down with my kids and wife, 
And I like to see a movie or take a little drink. 

I like being free to say what I think, 
Sort of runs in the family... 
My grandpa crossed the ocean for the same reason. 

Now I hate Hitler and I can tell you why, 
He’s caused lots of good folks to suffer and die. 
He's got a way of shoving folks around, 
I figure it's about time we slapped him down, 
Give him a dose of his own medicine... 
Lead poisoning. 

Now Mr. President, we haven't always agreed in the past, I 
know, 
But that ain’t at all important, now, 
What is important is what we got to do, 
We got to lick Mr. Hitler, and until we do, 
Other things can wait, 

This is the reason that I want to fight, 
Not because everything’s perfect or everything’s right. 
No, it’s just the opposite... I’m fighting because I want 
A better America with better laws, 
And better homes and jobs and schools, 
And no more Jim Crow and no more rules, 
Like you can’t ride on this train ’cause you’re a Negro, 
You can’t live here ’cause you’re a Jew 
You can’t work here ’cause you’re a union man. 

Now Mr. President, you're commander-in-chief of our armed 
forces, 
Ships and planes, and the tanks and horses. 
I guess you know best just where I can fight, 
All I want to be is situated right... 
To do the most damage. 

So Mr. President, we’ve got this one big job to do, 
That’s lick Mr. Hitler and when we’re through, 
Let no one else ever take his place, 
To trample down the human race. 

So what I want is you to give me a gun, 
So we can hurry up and get the job done.  
http://www.lyricsmania.com/dear_mr_president_lyrics_pete_seeger.html 
 

WHAT’S IN ORDER 
Mazl Tov to: 

Kathryn and Jim Petersen on the birth of their grandson Gavriel 
Alexander Trujillo. 
Brian Kirby on his birthday.  
Faith Nolan on the launch of her CD, Jailhouse Blues. 

Get Well Wishes to: 

Sol Blaser – refuah sheleymah.  

Nessiya Tova (safe travel) to:  

Sam Blatt, who will be joining Ronnee Jaeger in Israel.  
Gord Meslin who is spending the winter months in Mexico. 
Sol Hermolin who is escaping the winter for a visit to Florida.  

 

YIDDISH  
Night of the Murdered Poets 
Part 3 (continued from UJPO News winter 2014) 

By Ester Reiter 

Sam Lipshitz, who was head of 
the Council of Progressive Jewish 
organizations – the umbrella 
group that included the Labour 
League [later the UJPO], the 
shules, the choirs, the dance 
groups – wrote about this visit [of 
Feffer and Mikhoels]. 

 During the war years, and the 
alliance between the allies and the 
Soviet Union, the Jewish left was 
at its height in popularity. 
Lipshitz travelled to New York and described the New York 
event in the Canadian Jewish Review. Supporters filled the Polo 
Grounds. Despite the terrific heat, 47,000 New York Jews left 
their work benches, offices and stores. Most of them came 
directly from the factories. They ate no supper and went to the 
Polo Grounds, somewhere in the Upper Bronx. They sat there 
for five solid hours – from seven to midnight. It was not an 
ordinary mass meeting – it was a “get-together” with long-
awaited, long-unseen brethren; and when you meet a brother 
whom you haven’t seen for a long time… There were many 
inspiring speeches; B. Z. Goldberg, the son-in-law of Sholem 
Aleichem, in his speech declared: “You can’t be a Jew unless 
you are an anti-fascist.”    

Ester Reiter at Camp Naivelt 
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 It was an historic gathering. All Jews, Zionists and non-
Zionists, Orthodox and free-thinkers, Conservatives and 
Communists, prominent leaders from all walks of life, were 
there to greet the delegation. But not only Jews were represented 
on the platform. New York Mayor LaGuardia greeted the 
delegation. Sholem Asch stood before the microphone. “...his 
silvery grey hair and his dominating personality attract 
everybody’s attention. …. ‘The evil of fiery hatred has kept us 
divided, but the happy moments of brotherly understanding and 
love are here again, and we say to you ‘Acheinu Atem’ – you are 
our brothers.” Eddie Cantor spoke: “Before I became Eddie 
Cantor, I was called Itzik Cantor. And tonight, seeing the huge 
crowd that came to pay tribute to Itzik Feffer, I hereby give you 
notice, that from tomorrow morning on, I am to be called Itzik 
Cantor again.” Rabbi Luckstein: “You heard the delegation 
representing Jews without yarmulkes. I am here to greet them in 
the name of the Jews with yarmulkes.”  In the most beautiful 
Yiddish, Feffer gave an inspiring speech, greeting the American 
Jews, greeting the achieved unity and promising the people that 
just as Hitler could not take Moscow and Leningrad, just as he 
could not take Stalingrad, so he will never be able to fulfill his 
promise to destroy the Jewish people. To Hitler’s cry, “destroy 
the Jews,” we answer: “Death to Fascism!” and our battle cry 
shall prevail! At the end of his speech, Feffer read his 
magnificent poem “I Am A Jew,” of which the last verse reads: 
“My vineyards will yet grow beautiful. Of my fate I will be my 
own master. On Hitler’s grave I shall dance. I am a Jew.”1   

 Sholem Shtern, a poet, writer, frequent contributor to Der 
Kamf and Director of the Winchevsky Shule in Montreal, 
described Sholem Ash’s  conversation with Itzik Feffer  in an 
elevator just before the mass meeting in the Montreal Forum. 
“Oy, Itzikl – they will punish you!  They will punish you for the 
poem ‘I am a Jew’”. Feffer laughed:  “Sholem Ash, you are a 
great writer and you know that we are not punished.”   

 The events in Montreal’s Forum and in Toronto’s Maple 
Leaf Gardens were packed with Jews and non-Jews. And, as in 
New York, they were profoundly moving events. Sholem Ash 
travelled with the delegation: “…he spoke for about ten minutes, 
his voice full of tears, trembling, and the dread went deep into 
the heart. He sat down, tears running down his face, and he 
murmured, ‘Woe is me, what will happen to my Jews?’ In 
Toronto, Lieutenant Governor Albert Mathews was one of the 
honorary patrons. The Canadian Jewish Congress was a co-
sponsor of the trip. Lappin recalled, “The summer of 1943 was 
no time to cast aspersions on the Soviet Union.” As Zilbert, a 
leftist, said to Ben Lappin the Zionist and employee of the CJC,  
“…supposing they are Communists? Nu, is it so terrible? Is 
Shlomo Mikhoels a bank robber or a great Jewish actor? Is Itzik 
Feffer a murderer or a first-class writer, a poet?” 

                                                                    
1 Sam Lipshitz, Canadian Jewish Review,  “ A Great American 
Gathering Greets Jewish Delegates from Russia” by Samuel Lifshitz 
of Toronto,  July 6, 1943, p 7.  [Note the translation from the Yiddish 
is literally Lifshitz, but the family uses the name Lipshitz] 

 Maple Leaf Gardens, the largest hall in Toronto, was filled 
for the occasion and one important dignitary after another got up 
to greet the guests and the Jewish community in the name of the 
city, the provincial government, the churches, the armed forces, 
the labour unions and so forth. For the Labour League [soon to 
become UJPO], this event was important as the JAFC [Jewish 
Anti-Fascist Committee] and this visit presented “living proof” 
of a flourishing Jewish life in the Soviet Union. The contact that 
the Labour League and its counterparts had with Mikhoels and 
Feffer became imprinted on the hearts of all who were part of 
the left.  [It also made very personal Stalin’s later betrayal of 
these men.]  

 Itzik Feffer got up to speak, and when his energetic voice 
came calling out over the loudspeakers, “Brider, Yidn fun 
Canada, zeit bagriest” [Brothers,  Jews of Canada be greeted], 
the audience rose as though sprung from their seats. They came 
back with a stupendous roar, which reverberated though the 
arena and went on and on for what seemed like an eternity. 
Mikhoels spoke about the destruction he had seen. His bizarre 
glowing face and his hissing voice gave him the ominous 
appearance of a prophet bringing the frightful story of a people’s 
doom. Mikhoels chided the audience: “...You are not doing 
enough to save our sisters and brothers. You eat chicken and 
cry.”  His speech about the annihilated shocked, and no one 
could get over the “chicken”. 

 Tragically, Sholem Ash’s warning to Feffer proved 
prophetic. The international connections encouraged by Stalin 
and forged in their trip led to their undoing. The entire Jewish 
Anti-Fascist Committee was charged with being “rootless 
cosmopolitans”. They were denounced as enemies of the USSR, 
agents of American Imperialism, bourgeois nationalist Zionists, 
and rebels who sought to establish their own Jewish bourgeois 
nationalist Zionist republic in the Crimea [they did encourage 
resettlement of the many homeless Jews there].   

 Mikhoels was too popular to simply be tried, so an 
“accident” was arranged for him in 1948, followed by a 
magnificent state funeral. The 29 charged in 1948 were killed 61 
years ago, on August 12, 1952. Their destruction marked the sad 
end to what had been such a promising beginning. Was it 
inevitable?  Some would say their loyalties were misguided from 
the beginning. Others would look at the corruption and violation 
of a noble emancipatory project by Stalin’s ascent to power, in a 
series of cynical moves after Lenin was lying in a coma.   

 Markish commemorated the death of Mikhoels in his poem 
“Sh. Mikhoels – An Eternal Light at his Casket”. 

Conclusion: When I got into this, I found myself at the bare 
beginnings of finding out who these people were. Subsequent to 
their deaths, everybody from every movement hastens to talk 
about how they were victims of Stalin. However, these people 
were a lot more than victims and the tragic circumstances of 
their deaths have tended to obscure who they were. They were 
engaged in a project – creating a Socialist Yiddish culture in the 
place where the prospects for its survival were the most 
promising. While radicals, with the exception of Feffer, whose 
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“proste reyd”, or simple speech made him accessible to a very 
larger community, the sophistication of their ideas were complex 
and nuanced. Even in the 1930s, they could hardly be reduced to 
mere slaves of a policy of socialist realism. And they got away 
with it – partly because Yiddish was not understood by the 
gatekeepers of political correctness under Stalin. I was 
particularly taken by the complicated views of their history – the 
shtetl, mourning over its destruction in the violence that 
followed the revolution, and adjusting to building the new urban 
socialist person.  

CANADA 
Mary Pitawanakwat Fund for Children  
Re-Launch, November 2013 
Address by Bob Hughes, 
 Saskatchewan Coalition Against Racism 

I am extremely honoured to be asked to say a few words at this 
event. I want to begin my words by quoting from a presentation 
that Mary Pitawanakwat  gave when she was awarded the 
Woman of Courage Award by the National Action Committee 
on the Status of Women in 1994. Mary was in a wheelchair by 
that time; in fact, I travelled with her on a few occasions when 
she was in a wheelchair and/or on oxygen when she was 
presenting a speech or assisting someone else with their human 
rights case.   

 And I quote: “ I personally have taken much abuse from the 
system. This abuse has been meted out in the form of sexism, 
racism, managerial incompetence and just plain malicious intent 
by my former boss, his associates and by the Deputy Minister of 
Heritage Canada. It has been abetted by the Canadian Human 
Rights Commission. It has been condoned by the screaming 
silence of ministers of the crown who lack the courage to see to 
it that justice be done. 

 “As many of you know, I have two children. Brock is 18 
and Robyn is 16. Both have been made to pay for these gross 
injustices. They have paid through financial insecurity, fear and 
racial discrimination. They have paid through self-doubt and 
doubt about their mother. Can you imagine the pain I felt in 
seeing in my child’s eyes and in hearing in his speech the doubt 
and possible incrimination in regards to his mother’s abilities 
and competence? You can conceive of the devastating effect this 
willful injustice could have had on my children. The state is 
capable of such mental cruelty. Fortunately, the April 20th 
Federal Court decision has eliminated that doubt. 

 “My strongest motivations have always been my children. I 
have always wanted only to provide well for my children. I am 
inspired by the all-consuming desire that justice be done onto 
my children. More than that, my children have inspired me 
through their extraordinary resilience and love. I must absolutely 
leave this world a better place, not only for Robyn and Brock, 
but for all of your children and all of Canada’s children. 

 “You know, my imminent death does not scare me; the 
treatment that our system reserves for women, children, 
aboriginals, racialised minorities, francophones, the poor, gays 
and lesbians, and powerless people of all persuasions troubles 
me deeply. 

 “The treatment the state reserved for me robbed me not only 
of my livelihood, but it sought to rob me of my dignity. 
Unfortunately, it has robbed me of my life. My integrity is not 
for sale; I will take my dignity with me to the next world.” 

 One of Mary’s strongest supporters throughout her struggle 
was Harvey Stalwick, a professor at the University of Regina. 
He said that several people came to him and weren’t sure that 
they would want to confront the discrimination that they faced 
after seeing what Mary had to go through. Mary had some words 
for those thoughts in this speech also and I quote: “Stories like 
mine might lead one to utter discouragement, and worse, to 
cynicism. Cynics are but cowards in disguise. I assure you that I 
am not discouraged; I intend not only to live the remainder of 
my life which I have left to the fullest but to keep fighting for 
justice for my children and others until I enter the spirit world.” 

 I came to know Mary almost 30 years ago. I had noticed her 
in community meetings and I was always impressed by her 
knowledge and independent thought. As Robyn has said, I was 
trying to be my “helpful self” when I offered to assist in pushing 
Robyn home on my bike, along with Mary and her son Brock, 
following a music festival in Regina. I’m sure to Mary’s disdain, 
Robyn asked me to come in when we arrived at their home. I 
don’t think that Mary ever forgave Robyn for that! 

 However, for me, that began a journey that I could have 
never imagined, and that journey continues here this afternoon. I 
want to acknowledge that there are members of the Toronto-
based Mary Pitawanakwat Defence Committee here today. We 
are extremely grateful for all of your great work during Mary’s 
struggle. 

 Mary was an avid reader. One day I noticed that she was 
reading the book, “We Are Your Sons” and she explained what 
the book was about. She told me that she was going to contact 
the Rosenberg Fund for Children (RFC) to ask for support for 
Brock and Robyn as she was very concerned about the effect 
that her loss of income and prolonged struggle were having on 
them. I said “o-o-o-o-k Mary” knowing that this fund was for 
children in the U.S. However, Mary continued on undaunted, as 
usual, and used her connection to Ethel Tobach in New York to 
contact the RFC – and the rest of the story is history! 

 Mary networked with people and organizations around the 
world without the aid of the internet. When she and all of her 
supporters finally achieved her human rights victory, she took 
Brock and Robyn and myself on a memorable automobile trip to 
eastern Canada and the U.S. Her most anticipated and cherished 
destination was the Rosenberg Fund for Children office. 
Although Mary was very ill and had to make several stops along 
the trip to undergo medical procedures, she was beaming when 
she got to meet Robbie and staff at his office. The RFC’s support 
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meant so much to her in the middle of her struggles! I can’t say 
enough about what such support means to families during the 
darkest days of a struggle. I got to observe that from the inside.   

 Mary continued to offer advice and support to countless 
others experiencing human rights and discrimination cases, 
throughout all of the years of her own struggle. In fact, she was 
actively working on cases while lying in her hospital bed the 
night before she died. She had her little secretary, ME, busily 
making phone calls etc. so that she could offer encouragement 
and advice to others before she left. I am still working on a list 
she gave me – 18 years later!!  I can almost see her mischievous 
smile thinking about that! She must also be smiling about the 
fine adults that Brock and Robyn have become and their 
wonderful partners and children. After all, that was her goal! 
Before Mary died, she told me that she hoped to join with other 
people with human rights cases to try to repair the Canadian 
Human Rights system. Six years of her ten year struggle had 
been to force the CHR Commission to investigate her complaint. 

 One of her friends who was also fighting a case of racial 
discrimination against the National Research Council is 
Canadian scientist Dr. Chander Grover. Now, more than 25 
years later, he is still seeking justice! We estimate that the 
federal government has spent more than $60 million to deny him 
justice. What kind of a country allows that to happen!! Chander 
is here with us this evening and I urge you to talk to him and to 
pick up a fact sheet on his case including his contact numbers. If 
Mary was still alive, she would be in the middle of this case and 
I urge you to please help Dr. Grover fix our broken Canadian 
Human Rights system and to help him finally achieve a just 
settlement. 

 I want to close with a poem that Mary’s friend Lynn Kaye 
wrote, and read, at a memorial for Mary in 1995: 

Words stronger than bullets 
began this trial 
decade of resistance 
then reinstatement  
celebration  
action triumphant over rhetoric   
but yet 
 words stronger than bullets 
dealt capital punishment 

Justice will silence the indifference 
of the silent onlookers 
will ride on the powerful wings 
of those who listen 
of those who have integrity 
of those who care 
of those who act 
justice will thunder 
over the silent wastelands 
of trampled human rights 
thunder will break open 
the silent barriers 
we are thunder.  

 

International Women’s Day Letter 
By Margaret Randall  
Margaret Randall is an American-born writer, photographer, 
activist and academic. Below is an excerpt from her letter. 
International Women’s Day, March 8th, is my favorite holiday. 
Every year I write a brief tribute – to remind my friends and also 
myself how much women everywhere give to resist oppression.  

  In South America, during the 1970s and ‘80s, what we 
called the Dirty Wars took place in Chile, Argentina, and 
Uruguay. Brutal dictatorship attacked whole generations of 
freedom fighters and ordinary citizens, many of them women, 
who were struggling for a minimal rule of law. Young couples 
were often captured together. Sometimes the woman was 
pregnant. The men would often be tortured and killed right 
away, but the pregnant women were kept alive until they gave 
birth. Thus began a heinous chain of events, in which the infants 
of revolutionaries were handed over to childless couples among 
the fascist ranks. Their mothers, newly delivered, were then 
murdered as well.  

  For decades The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo have 
marched weekly in Buenos Aires’ civic square, carrying 
photographs of their disappeared children and demanding to 
know where their bodies are buried. The Mothers eventually 
became the Grandmothers. As the stolen children grew up in the 
homes of those responsible for their parents’ deaths, a new 
technology for determining genetic identity became available: 
DNA. A group of scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) brought the technology to the Mothers, who 
over time developed a genetic database. Through the next couple 
of decades, some of the stolen children – now in their thirties – 
have had occasion to wonder about their origins.  Slowly they 
have approached the Mothers or the Mothers have approached 
them. To date, more than one hundred stolen children have been 
reunited with their grandparents. 

  On this International Women’s Day I want to pay tribute to 
the Mothers who have become Grandmothers, refusing to give 
up on telling the stories of children who were taken from them 
so brutally, never to be seen again.   
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(We’re On the Brink? - continued from page 1)  

9) Russian naval units are permitted to implement security 
measures at their permanent post as well as during re-
deployments in cooperation with Ukrainian forces, in 
accordance with Russia’s armed forces procedures. 

 Authorities in the Ukrainian Autonomous Republic of 
Crimea – where more than half the population is Russian – 
requested Moscow’s assistance after the self-proclaimed 
government in Kiev introduced a law abolishing the use of 
languages other than Ukrainian in official circumstances. 

 Russia’s Federation Council unanimously approved 
President Vladimir Putin’s request to send the country’s military 
forces to Ukraine to ensure peace and order in the region “until 
the socio-political situation in the country is stabilized.”  

 However, [as we go to press] Putin hasn’t yet made such a 
decision, stressing that deploying military force would be a last 
resort.  

 Meanwhile, the Russian-Israeli news site < izrus.co.il >, 
reported that swastikas and the phrase “Death to the Jews” were 
sprayed on the door and facade of the Reform Ner Tamid 
synagogue in Simferopol [see p.1 photo], as reported in the 
March 2 issue of Ha’aretz. Anatoly Gendin, head of the 
Association of Jewish Organizations and Communities of 
Crimea, claimed that the perpetrators needed to climb a two-
meter wall to reach the building. “Since the crisis began prices 
went up by 30 percent, 
pensions aren’t being paid,” 
he wrote in a statement sent to 
media by the World Union for 
Progressive Judaism. “As 
usual, Jews are blamed [for] 
these disasters and Jews are 
held responsible. I am afraid 
to think how this will 
progress.”  
http://rt.com/news/russian-
troops-crimea-ukraine-816/ 

http://www.haaretz.com/jewis
h-world/jewish-world-
news/1.577356 

Crimea vs Quebec: The Legal Right to a 
Referendum on Self-Determination 
By John Ryan, Retired Professor of Geography and Senior 
Scholar, University of Winnipeg, Information Clearing House, 
March 12, 2014. 

There has been a great hue and cry by the USA, Ukraine and 
other countries about the supposed illegality of the proposed 
referendum by Crimea on its future political status. They 
indignantly proclaim that this is a violation of international law. 

 Amazingly, have Obama and the leaders of these other 
countries never heard of the situation in Canada with regard to 
Quebec? Quebec, as a province of Canada, has held two 
referenda (1980 and 1995) on the matter of independence from 
Canada . . . and a third referendum may be in the works in the 
near future. 

 Quebec never had to get permission from Canada’s federal 
government to hold a referendum, and no one ever questioned 
the legality of Quebec’s referendum. 

 Crimea is an autonomous region within Ukraine and seems 
to have the same rights as a Canadian province. So if it is 
perfectly legal for a province such as Quebec to hold a 
referendum on independence, why would it not be legal for 
Crimea to do the same? At no time did the USA object to 
Quebec holding a referendum on independence, so why the big 
brouhaha over Crimea? Moreover, what business would it be for 

the USA to have such objections 
– for Quebec or Crimea? 

 The UN charter gives people 
the right to self-determination and 
by virtue of that right they are 
free to determine their political 
status. Quebec in Canada has 
exercised that right, and there 
should be no reason why Crimea 
could not do the same.  
http://www.informationclearinghouse
.info/article37924.htm 

 

 UNITED JEWISH PEOPLE’S ORDER  

The United Jewish People’s Order develops and 
perpetuates a progressive secular approach to social 
and cultural matters, our Jewish heritage, the 
Yiddish language and holiday and festival 
celebrations; we sponsor secular Jewish education, 
musical and cultural groups, concerts, lectures, 
public forums, and take part in social action and 
related community activities. Opinions expressed in 
signed articles are the authors’ and not  necessarily 
those of UJPO. 
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MAILING ANNOUNCEMENT 

Do you want/need to continue receiving UJPO News by MAIL? 
Then let us know! 

The upcoming rise in postal rates compels us to increase the 
number of online deliveries. 

From the next issue onwards, we will mail UJPO News only to 
people who express such preference to us via email: 

ujpo.office@gmail.com OR info@winchevskycentre.org  
OR mail to: 

UJPO 
585 Cranbrooke Ave. 

Toronto, ON M6A 2X9 


